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Restarting your machine tool post lockdown 
For Cylindrical grinding machine with Fanuc controller 
 
As important it is to begin machining once the lock-down is lifted, it is also important to follow 
the rights steps in machine safety and maintenance before restart. 
 
Before shut down- 

1. Remove grinding wheel from wheel head spindle and wipe surrounding machine areas. 

2. Remove work holding from work head, and move work head and tailstock to the safe 
position. 

3. Wipe work head and z axis top slide. 

4. Apply lubrication manually on ball screws, LM or box guideways, telescopic covers, and 

other mechanical parts to prevent rusting. 

5. Remove cutting fluid from the coolant tank because water is mixed therefore cannot be 

used after a long pause. 

6. Collect the SRAM and PMC back up from controller through quality CF card, 

Communication cable or USB (Please refer the operator manual for SRAM and PMC data 

backup procedure or contact us for further information) 

7. Store the collected data into a computer or server with identification by machine model 

with serial. no. for safety purposes. Do not delete the collected data from the CF card or 

USB for additional safety. 

8. Move all axis including other additional axis related to turret, spindle, and tailstock to 

their respective reference position through a command or manual method. 

9. Switch OFF the Power and remove the system cooling fans & batteries on the CNC 

Controller (3V) and Absolute Pulse Coder drive battery (6V) to avoid power drainage. 

10. Batteries and fans to be stored in safe locations with identifications. Avoid exposure to 

direct sunlight, high temperature or humidity area. 

11. Switch off the power and remove the system cooling fans.  

12. If you are unable to remove the cooling fans, please leave it in place. 

13. Use pesticides to protect cables that might get damaged by rodents. 

14. Ensure to locking of controller panel and MOP door. All inlets are sealed to avoid foreign 

particles and the entry of rodents. 

15. If possible, switch on the machine for 1-2 hours once in two weeks. 
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Before Power ON- 

1. Before turn on please practice safety measures like the use of safety goggles, hand gloves 

and wear safety shoes. 

2. Avoid using bare hands to touch the machine elements and ensure electrical parts are 

isolated for human safety. 

3. Visually inspect the machine surrounding area and ensure no abnormalities like damaged 

wires by rodents. 

4. Open the machine cabinet and MOP door, visually inspect and ensure all the cables and 

wires are intact, if it has suffered any physical damage due to external causes please act on 

the same before Power On. 

5. Re-store the cooling fans in the respective location as per identification made earlier and 

ensure that connections are intact.  

6. Check the air (If applicable) and coolant pipe conditions and fix it if required. 

7. Fill the coolant tank with recommended cutting oil and DM water concentration.  

8. Check the incoming power supply using multimeter at the input of Main Power On/Off 

breaker. 

9. Ensure the voltage levels as applicable are within limits 220VAC ±10% (Between Phase 

and Neutral), 415VAC ±10% (Phase to Phase). 

10. Turn the Main Power breaker to ON position and again ensure the voltage levels are 

within limits.  

11. Switch on the Stabilizer and Check the output Voltage of it at the machine where incoming 
cables are connected as per limits mentioned above. 

12. Ensure to check ground leakage below 3.0-volt AC through the multimeter. 

13. Check & Ensure the Earth to Neutral voltage not to be exceed above 3 VAC with the help 
of through Multimeter. 

 
After Power ON: 

1. Check the electrical interface for any sparking and burning smell. 

2. If yes, not to panic. Immediately turn the off main breaker and contact us with your 

findings to avail further support to avoid any damage to the machine. 

3. After safe Power ON, please check the alarm Screen on the control panel if any alarm 

noticed, immediately contact us for further plan of action to start the machine. 

4. Check any alarm related to back-up loss from CNC memory on the control panel, Place 

the CF Card or USB with the respective location to load the backup of archive data as per 

the identification of machine model and sr. no. 

5. Place the CF Card or USB with the respective location to load the SRAM & PMC data as 

per identification of Machine No if already back up taken before shut down. 
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I. Turn ON the controller by pressing the combination keys and re-stores the SRAM & 

PMC backup as per the identification done earlier. Please refer the operator manual for 

SRAM & PMC data re-store procedures. 

II. After successful Power ON and SRAM data restoration, ensure no alarm on the screen. 

III. Ensure to check hydraulics & air pressure as required. 

IV. Use the manual LUB INCH button to lubricate the axis for three to four times. If the 

machines are new long-press the Lub inch button 3 seconds to switch on the lub motor 

manually. 

V. Move the axis in handle mode for the full stroke before referencing. 

VI. Move all the axis only in MPG or Jog mode at a very low resolution of 0.100mm. 

Move each axis by ±100mm and Reference all axes as per procedures. 

VII. Ensure there is no abnormal noise during axis movement or abnormal current drawn. 

Ensure smooth movement of Telescopic covers  

VIII. Physically rotate the Wheel spindle by hand and ensure smooth, careful rotation. Be 

aware of the sharp edges since they may damage your hands. 

IX. Command the wheel-head RPM and ensure that the oil flows in the oil sight glass and 

that air bubbles are visible. 

X. For the work-head spindle, run the spindle at 100RPM for M03 & M04 in MDI mode. 

Allow it to run for a minimum of 3 minutes and ramp-up in increments of 500RPM 

until it reaches maximum limits. On any alarm please stops the spindle and fix the 

issue. 

XI. To check all machine and accessories functions like re-commissioning the machine. 

XII. Perform origin setting by Quick menu guidance. 

XIII. If any other alarm display on the screen, please fix it or contact us for further support. 

XIV. Please ensure that soft over travel alarm arises for each axis at the end of the stroke 

limits without any vibration or sound. 

 
Warm-up- 

1. After successful initial power up it’s time to warm up. 

2. Run a Small program (Generally available in the machine) with 25%, Spindle rpm and 

rapid of machine for 15 min and increase to 50 % for another 30 minutes. 

3. Check and ensure that the current percentage and machine functions are working in 

specified limits. 

4. Check proper lubrication flow throughout on machine lubrication area. 

5. Run the first components in single auto mode and ensure that there is no abnormal noise 

and current drawn by the motors. 

6. After this, the machine is ready for regular production. 

 
 


